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A Communication of Alienation:  

Popular Representations of Bodies and the Denial of Particularities 

    By Anjeli Doty 

 

That the body is presented and viewed culturally as subordinate to the mind is no novel 

concept.  Mind-body dualism dates back to traditional Aristotelian theory and concepts—the root 

of all epistemological evil, in my opinion—in which bodies were simply containers for the 

manifestation of “true forms” which sourced from higher knowledge.  For years, feminist and 

forward-thinking individuals have criticized and argued against the erasure of the body in public 

communication, especially considering that the removal and/or subversion most profoundly 

affects women as years of patriarchic culture have constructed women as representing the body, 

men the mind.  The argument and reasoning resonate and deserve attention still, yet the issue has 

changed.  Culture is continually outgrowing traditional notions of concealment; that is, bodies—

even naked ones—are everywhere.  What replaced stark modesty however, were not realistic 

representations of unclothed bodies, but rather commodified physical forms.  Therefore, we 

need to shift from advocating for bodily presence in communication to urging for true bodily 

representations, unmediated and unedited versions.   

Why is this important?  Because, as you will see, the commodified “ideal” body is 

constructed as devoid of particularities and specificities.  It is an entirely abstract concept, but its 

non-material basis lets it progress as an insidious force causing alienation and competition 

between individuals as we all recognize our distance from this idolized construction and strive to 

become like it.  Mainstream American communication regarding bodies is a discourse built on an 

ethos of distance; in the process of negotiating life within a capitalist and consumer-focused 



environment, individuals are growing more and more estranged from not only each other, but 

also from themselves. Through the following images and words, I propose that we must 

counteract distance-based and abstractly-embodied communication by integrating and 

expecting—demanding, even—realistic representations of female and male bodies.   

The Bodies We Currently See (and Why) 

In The Sticky Embrace of Beauty, Anne Frances Wysocki discusses how notions of 

beauty are used to “hold things together” by separating form from content.  She writes: 

…not only do [visual composition, graphic design, and visual communication] assume a 

separation of form from content, but they emphasize form in such a way that “content” can be 

unremarkably disembodied—a very bad thing when “content” is a particular body. (149) 

The creation of an “ideal” body holds together the relationship between the consumer and the 

product.  The form must be treated, regarded, and elevated as ideal so the consumer envies the 

form and aspires to achieve the same level of beauty, and the form must be distanced from the 

consumer so he/she sees purchasing the product as the solution to merge the gap between 

themselves and the ultimate manifestation of beauty.  To become perfect, the “ideal body”—a 

term I refuse to write any other way than in hypothetical quotation—must deny its real form, 

which is the fallible, constantly-deteriorating, affected-by-nature, true body.  This body is 

shaded by uneven tones, dimpled by layers of fat, creased from sunlight and tears and emotion, 

lean and calloused from working; the real body is soft and stretched from growing and birthing 

the human population, scarred from adventures and medical procedures and carelessness…and 

every single body is importantly distinct and varied from the next.  There is no such thing as 

identicality in nature.     



Creating the “ideal” initiates and sustains one-way attention.  As Wysocki writes, 

emphasizing form results in “objects that stop and hold sight” rather than ones that create 

“reciprocal communication” (149).  Most women hold little in common with a Victoria Secret 

Angel, and it is their distance from this “ideal” that draws and sustains attention, rather than a 

sense of closeness or camaraderie with a model.  The fact that most women lack in achieving this 

idolized form is what motivated them to purchase 7,023,000 billion worth in fabric and wire 

from the company in 2015 alone (Nasdaq n.p.).  This same concept of constructed distance also 

manifests in academic writing, where traditional pieces of writing are devoid of personal 

narrative or association with the body and thus estrange readers while simultaneously fostering a 

desire in them to achieve a similar level of honored and acclaimed intellectuality and non-

corporeality.  Yet as we realize we are bound to these bodies with all their particularities and 

weaknesses, the only plausible way to achieve the “ideal” is to deny our natural non-standard and 

“imperfect” selves—or deny the beauty of them, anyway—and create a closed-loop system 

where we feed back into and continually reinforce the concept of an “ideal form.”  

Of course, every sacrifice has its consequences.  At what price comes estrangement and 

distance from our true bodies?  I see two prominent costs, but many more certainly follow: 

1. We subject our bodies to a range of self-destructive behaviors such as cutting, over-

exercising, and purging, and see them as acceptable modes of behavior. 

2. We allow others to treat our bodies violently, shamefully, and demeaningly—literally, 

“without meaning”—even those who are closest, even when those who love us urge us 

otherwise, and even in front of cameras which fuel the epidemic of misogynistic, virtual, 

sexual appetites.  



And of course, according to the “ideal form,” negative repercussions must be hidden, ignored, or 

shamed.  For example, one will likely never see underwear or pharmaceutical advertisements 

feature a model such as Raquel Rayne. 

    

Even though the scars on her arm are subtle and minimized by the grayscale, such “flaws” would 

certainly become apparent once enlarged on a billboard or television.  These remnants signify 

not only deviance from the “ideal form” but also starkly remind us of the consequences when 

individuals learn it is acceptable to loathe and harm their own bodies.  Quoting Wendy Steiner, 

Wysocki writes the construction of beauty is now “…a deprivation that inevitably evokes the 

enmity of the perceiver, who want to punish it for its inaccessibility and distance” (165).  We 

subconsciously want to condemn the ideal form for its alien nature, but since we find ourselves 

reflected in that form via our “non-ideal” bodies, we instead punish ourselves for the distance. 

http://25.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_m2jy7rivRi1r12dveo1_1280.jpg


Further, the “ideal form” is meant to represent an abstract symbol rather than an entity 

inviting reciprocal communication.  Scars imply interaction, of the worst kind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

They imply a terrifying human weakness alongside a frightening potential for power. 

They imply that bodies hold histories and are not dislocated from past events.  They remind us 

that ideas have consequences, and that forms are not 

dislocated from beliefs. They tell the kind of stories that push 

away from abstraction and generalities into particulars. In the 

fantasized “ideal,” industries pursue story-less bodies upon 

which any narrative can be inscribed, to achieve any end, and 

to convince any viewer that “achieving” such a body will 

allow for a similar transcendence of materiality.  One cannot 

market the “marred” body because it represents a very 

specific story that deters from the one constructed ideal worth 

http://scarsreflectthepaininside.tumblr.com/
http://luceo.photoshelter.com/image/I00002udiu9Hychc


achieving.  It betrays darkness, 

depression, and the ability to tear 

ourselves apart.   Rather than the 

transient abstraction of the “ideal,” it 

implies a corporeal permanence.   

Yet as Raquel Rayne’s work shows, 

scars in images can also portray 

strength and the ability to overcome.  

It can portray an unspoken past 

transforming a model into a person 

with history.  But no pantyhose or 

undergarment company will hire a 

model like Raquel Rayne, because 

the bodily image she projects defies 

notions and standards of the “ideal 

form.”  And the form is what is being sold, after all, not the pantyhose.  Idolized beauty 

constructions, in many ways, are ruled by an aesthetic of lines.  The measure of apparent 

“hotness” a piece of clothing enables typically correlates with its ability to smooth out surfaces 

and shape graceful vector-like curves devoid of the messy, uneven, rippled, or entire lack of lines 

that actual bodies show.  Again the “ideal form” works by blurring out particulars and 

eradicating connections to lived experience.   

 

http://25.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_lyndhz5FQD1r12dveo1_1280.jpg


As the “ideal form” distances us from connection and intimacy with our bodies, we not 

only harm them ourselves but respond less to outside violation.  That one in five women will be 

sexually assaulted is nearly ubiquitous knowledge, and is said without conviction or outrage.  

The bruised body is an uncomfortable topic, as it exposes a non-ideal form and the type of sexual 

interaction that cannot be marketed or commodified.  Writing on domestic abuse and self-

perception, psychologist Paige Sweet discusses how abused bodies are made “fuzzy and 

nonspecific:” 

…the abused body is not definable thing; rather, the abused body is a set of 

potentialities constantly realized throughout the victim's future in the form of disordered health. 

Abused women cannot actually inhabit a healthy body at all because that body does not exist. 

(Sweet 49).       

Facing the battered body which defies integration into the conceptualized “ideal,” medical 

professionals, media, and the public work to fit this “broken” form into a conceivable category 

that can be addressed, forgotten, or exploited.  Media at large generally interacts with abuse by 

disregarding its existence, but some of the more ignorant and insensitive find ways to capitalize 

on even 

violence—

especially as 

occurring against 

women.  For 

example, the 

Bulgarian makeup 

company 

http://12mag.net/en/fashion-en/beauty-en/victim-beauty/


“Twelve” published advertisements featuring photos of lacerated, burned, and bruised women.  

 

 

 

 

While some argued the company was making a statement in support of victim awareness, 

many more countered that the company’s explicit goal was a commercial endeavor—selling 

makeup—by using the battered body.  Commenting on the collection titled “Victim of Beauty” 

posted on the company’s website, “Lilliana” wrote:  

There is a huge difference between documenting abuse and glamorizing abuse and you are guilty 

of the latter. Women are beaten, maimed, killed every day in every single nation and now your 

title blames beauty for the abuse? (Twelve n.p.) 

While another more vehement user “Yulianna” wrote: 

The sad thing about this shoot is that, appropriately contextualized, you could be sending the 

complete opposite message, yet you chose to turn a serious issue into a frivolous commercial 

endeavor...this problem does not exist in a vacuum, it is pervasive in your industry... 

Congratulations on using an under-served population to garner publicity and sell more magazines. 

(Twelve n.p.) 

http://12mag.net/en/fashion-en/beauty-en/victim-beauty/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Women are victims of beauty; not beauty as it should be, but rather the unhealthy idealized 

version that is harnessed every day for consumerist endeavors.  In an effort to categorize and 

bring under control the otherwise evocative and brutal-reality-reminder of the abused body, the 

“damaged” body becomes an eroticized form. 

The 

Object: 

http://12mag.net/en/fashion-en/beauty-en/victim-beauty/


Classification Systems 

In Communicating and Organizing in Context, Beth Bonniwell Haslett discusses the role 

of reference frames in meaning making.  She writes: 

Frames may be used to represent the conceptual, cognitive context in which organizing and 

communicating occurs.  As such, frames incorporate pre-existing, shared knowledge about 

events, objects, and activities that people use to make sense of their experience. (Haslett 10) 

She further classifies frames as “structures of expectations;” systems of organizing thought 

which direct the relationship of subjects and objects in a situation (Haslett 11).  But rather than 

remain at the forefront of consciousness, our constant use of frames eventually normalizes into 

our subconscious and we see only our perception, rather than the context which created them.  

Referencing Erving Goffman, she writes: 

…observers actively project their frames of reference onto the world immediately around them, 

and one fails to see their so doing only because events ordinarily conform to these projections, 

causing the assumptions to disappear into the smooth flow of activity. (Haslett 15) 

In interpreting bodies we implement internalized frames of reference which give the image 

context, and thus content.  We view bodies with sets of pre-determined criteria based on the 

surroundings; a body in an anatomy book is understood in very different circumstances than a 

body in Penthouse magazine—one is expected to provide a realistic representation affording 

medical accuracy, education, and treatment, the other is constructed with an explicit focus on sex 

characteristics, designed to give erotic pleasure. Frames afford containment, and thus easy-access 

understanding.  Media build up frames in which to view bodies—systems of thought which 



easily lodge in our subconscious, unless a form challenges the framework.  In The Female Nude: 

Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, Lynda Nead writes: 

…the female nude is a symbol of the transforming effects of high culture.  It stands as a paradigm 

of the aesthetic of the beautiful, a testimony to the wholeness and integrity of form.  The female 

nude is matter precisely contained, the female body given form and framed by the conventions 

of art.  But when these conventions fail to contain the connotations of the female sexual 

body…the image is judged to have gone beyond the bounds of art; it is unpresentable. (Nead 29)   

When bodies refuse to conform to pre-existing expectations and framework set in place by key 

power players—that is, those seeking to make money—then our perception process is 

challenged.  We can choose to conform the new image into an existing framework or schema, by 

way of Kant, or we can create a new context for understanding the situation.  Kenneth Bruffee 

would call an image without an easily-categorized framework “abnormal discourse,” or potent 

communication that challenges the thought structures of the dominant group (Bruffee).  

Therefore, that the media responds to bodies which lie outside neat frameworks by attempting to 

categorize them and control their effect, such as labeling the abused body “erotic,” shows the 

effort taken to avoid any abnormal discourse on actual bodies—such communication would 

challenge the visual hierarchies, the implicit commercial messages, and the “ideal form.”   

 But this “abnormal discourse” is what creates change.  Images that defy integration into 

the “ideal form” cause us to adjust our perceptions and schemas of processing.  As children 

develop they confront situations and images which disagree with their earlier understandings, 

causing them to adopt new frameworks of understanding and expand their worldview and ability 

to relate.  Yet by only showing a slim, highly edited and artificially composed pool of bodies, 

current media representations of bodies prevent individuals from understanding and relating to 



bodies at large.  Reduplicating and propagating the “ideal form” puts distance between 

individuals and their own bodies, as well as the bodies of others.  When we see bodies, we are 

not exposed to nakedness, presented in all its frail beauty, its quirks and particularities, its 

eccentricities and differences.  Rather, we are subjected to a mainstream, universal and 

insubstantial construction of beauty in nudity.    

Distinctions: the Naked Versus the Nude 

In Ways of Seeing, a 1972 photo essay evolved from a BBC series, John Berger analyzed 

depictions of unclothed forms.  His observations about the distinctions between nakedness and 

nudity easily apply to popular media presentations, although his original research considered 

classical art.  He himself wrote, “It is not sufficient to answer these questions merely in terms of 

the art-form, for it is quite clear that the nude also relates to lived sexuality.”  Berger 

communicates that the nude is a form constantly conventionalized, and the dictates for its 

conventions come from traditions of art; or in our case, traditions of capitalism and consumerism 

(Berger 53).  In a short, succinct, highly-referenced and powerful section of prose, he wrote: 

To be naked is to be oneself.  

To be nude is to be seen naked as others and yet not recognized for oneself. A naked body has to 

be seen as an object in order to become nude.  (The sight of it as an object stimulates the use of it 

as an object.)  Nakedness reveals itself.  Nudity is placed on display. 

To be naked is to be without disguise. 

To be on display is to have one’s own skin, the hairs of one’s own body, turned into a disguise 

which, in that situation, can never be discarded…Nudity is a form of dress. (Berger 54). 
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jeans.  This is what consumers purchase.  Nudity is not exposing the human body, but rather 

masquerading beneath an alternate form of coverage, which is the idealized human form.   

This is nudity.  Because nudity transforms bodies into abstract conceptions, bodies can stand in 

for objects—especially ones with user potential. Samsung made numerous blunders in this 

advertisement.  Not only did they use the female form to stand in and represent a new piece of 

technology, but they also reinforced and utilized notions of “true beauty” to sell her body, and 

http://christine-gazette.blogspot.com/2011/10/true-beauty-is-curved.html
http://www.wwtdd.com/2014/12/anna-ewers-sells-the-shit-out-of-jeans/anna-ewers-covered-topless-for-alexander-wang-denim-09/


thus their laptop computer.  Further, the model featured within the Samsung commercial hardly 

fits into current definitions of the word “curvy,” especially as the term has evolved in relation to 

positive body image movements.  Samsung is using the same discourse of distance that pervades 

in bodily representations; their implicit message elevates the “ideal form” to “true beauty,” 

seamlessly represents their new computer design through the form, and implies that purchasing 

their product is equivalent to purchasing the “ideal form.”  So, shame on Samsung. 

 Both of the women above have stories; stories about love and death and family and flaws.  

Stories about their life goals, their insecurities, their greatest accomplishments. But when Berger 

wrote that nudity is, “to be seen naked as others and yet not recognized for oneself,” he clearly 

differentiated between the type of unclothed-ness that reveals and that which conceals. The 

images above tell me nothing about their subjects, and in doing so transform their subjects into 

objects.  They create distance rather than reciprocal communication, and I am separated from my 

own body as I perceive and process this disembodied corporeal form which is posited as 

standard.  In The Female Nude: Art, Obscenity and Sexuality, Lynda Nead writes: 

I will argue that one of the principal goals of the female nude has been the containment and 

regulation of the female sexual body. The forms, conventions and poses of art have worked 

metaphorically to shore up the female body – to seal orifices and to prevent marginal matter from 

transgressing the boundary dividing the inside of the body and the outside, the self from the space 

of the other. (Nead 6) 

As long as bodies remain “shored up” they can be visually bought, sold, traded, and harnessed 

for commercial endeavors.  As long as individuals feel distanced from popular projections of 

their local forms, they will purchase and consume in attempt to close the gap.  And as long as we 



separate “the self from the space of the other” we train individuals to be eternally dissatisfied and 

displeased with their own bodies.  

 In 

its emptiness 

and story-less-

ness, the nude 

becomes a vacuum 

asking for content.  

It projects 

both an emotionally 

and sexually-

charged image while 

simultaneously conveying a blank slate needing interpretation and meaning.  The nude has long 

been utilized to support traditional notions of misogyny as its form rarely conveys any agency or 

self-direction; it needs fulfillment, in something.  Discussing functions and roles of models in 

commercial publications using Cosmopolitan and Playboy as examples, and strongly informed 

by Goffman’s work, Krassas, Blauwkamp, and Wesselink observe that woman are presented as: 

“primarily sexual objects, whose desire is best fulfilled by remaking themselves into 

commodities that are sexually available to men and designed to attract men” (Krassas et. al. 768).  

They further noted that female bodies were usually depicted as decorative, whereas male bodies 

were shown “as performing a function,” and female models were posed to communicate 

“dependency, submissiveness, and sexual availability” (Krassas et. al. 756, 764).   

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can see how the nude “ideal” form becomes an object largely unable to act on its own, and 

rather a blurred and air-brushed slate be written upon.  It can serve as filler between sexualized 

masculine bodies performing various functions, but devoid of history, marks of experience, and 

character it carries little substantive or agentive weight of its own.  And that line of thinking can 

become a dangerous ideology when extending to actual 

interaction between males and females. 

The danger the idolized nude invites is not only distance 

between individuals and true representations of their 

bodies, but also poses as an empty container allowing 

traditional messages of male dominance to emerge.  

Wysocki writes that so-called perfect bodies are 

“container[s] of the form I experience as an abstracted 

body” (157).  “Ideal forms” are not individuals, and they 

http://www.gucci.com/cn-en/worldofgucci/articles/fragrance-for-him-gucci-guilty-pour-homme-inspiration-scent-design


must not be, if they are to continue working in their commercialistic ways.  But then again, if 

they do not represent real individuals, they are nothing except objects to be used, posed, and 

filled with meaning by their surroundings.  Ideal forms have only the story and context that is 

granted by the manner in which they are utilized 

and perceived. 

 Some images tell an overt story of 

masculine dominance—fancy car, suit, tie and all.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

While still 

others suggest 

that 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiLoZDt_qrJAhVL5GMKHdp_CQgQjhwIBQ&url=http://www.businessinsider.com.au/sex-violence-against-women-ads-2013-5&bvm=bv.108194040,d.cGc&psig=AFQjCNHg0zVzCygoRgS
http://www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/models/news/a11424/kendall-jenner-joan-smalls-calvin-klein-underwear/


“original” beauty is an idealized form without clothing.  That the company is advertising for 

underwear is irrelevant, as they seamless sell their perfectly smooth, strong, form.  Again the 

female model seeks completion and action; the viewer wants to finish her started task of 

undressing.  She must be flawless, because exposing specificities would not allow companies to 

sell a mass-produced image of an “ideal form.”  To sell in the mass market, a product must be 

standardized and replicable, which is not the case with specific and particular bodies which 

represent lived experiences and histories. Further, the contrived standardized form usually 

presents an unattainable ultimatum, thus creating a void to be filled by products.  The cunning 

Calvin Klein ad suggests that their new line of minimalistic and simple undergarments will 

somehow return women to their “original sexy” states, yet little looks original or authentic about 

the perfectly-disheveled woman with the unnaturally stark cheekbones, who appears to have 

been interrupted.  Using the appeal of a return to originality further betrays the truth that at large, 

media bodies are synthetic representations   

The Margins: Power in That Which Refuses Classification 

Certainly women exist who are five-foot-six, one-hundred and fifteen pounds, with 

gloriously shiny hair and firm round C-cups.  But these bodies hardly comprise the majority, and 

stories of others need to be told.  So return to the images which do not fit nicely into popular 

media frameworks—ones which show histories, ones which transgress the borders between 

object and subject, inside and outside.  These images hold power, because they challenge 

dominant frameworks and cause individuals to reconsider their perceptions, to recognize the 

presence of commodified “ideal forms.”  On unconventional forms, Nead wrote: 



All transitional states therefore pose a threat; anything that resists classification or refuses to 

belong to one category or another emanates danger. And once again it is the margins, the very 

edges of categories, that are most critical in the construction of symbolic meaning. (Nead 6)  

The margins can hold dangerous depictions; images which refuse to adhere to popular notions of 

beauty and thus challenge the system.  In the push for a universal form of beauty, forms shifted 

from displaying what they were about, to focusing singularly on their appearance.  We see a 

denial of content for universal form, beneath the presupposition that such presentation creates 

commonality between consumers.  But the media saturation of the “ideal form” distances 

individuals from each other; the harsh criteria for beautiful puts space between people just as it 

puts space between individuals and their own bodies as it instills the need for competition and 

achievement.  It only unites people around a shared distance they all feel from this “ideal.”  

Wysocki writes: 

We receive a notion that form is about pulling away from what is “factitious,” what is particular, 

what is messy and domestic and emotion and bodily and coughs and sweats and bloats and wants 

to talk and even sometimes touch.  We receive a notion of form that not only allows to pull away 

from all that, but that expects us to pull away, that instructs us—visually, by what it 

emphasizes—that we are supposed to pull away, be distant, be in our selves away from others, 

from Others. (166) 

Relationships have every chance of becoming tainted with the subconscious question: who is 

closer to achieving the ideal form?  We are asked to commune and thus communicate through a 

shared estrangement, and thus a shared “not good enough.”  And that is why alternative 

dialogues, images which challenge the “ideal form” are not only timely, they are absolutely 

necessary to preserve closeness and intimacy in society. 



 

I want to see stretch marks, cellulite, and wrinkles.   I want to see images which remind me that 

bodies contain meaning aside from aesthetic pleasure, that there is more to viewing people than 

scrutinizing their outsides. 

 

http://www.abeautifulbodyproject.org


I want to see age.  To see the media stop pretending that we live in a forever-twenty-something 

world.  Bodies which wrinkle and sag are bodies which have lived. 

 

 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I want to see curvy bodies and not immediately think “fat.”  Body weight has long held the 

shackling associations with lack of self-control, unhealthiness, and mental weakness. 

http://www.abeautifulbodyproject.org/i-almost-died-after-childbirth/


 

The validity and grounding of those associations needs to be questioned.  Because what lies at 

stake in presenting the curvier form?  Primarily the notion that bodies are perfect even without 

the all-honored thigh gap or love-less handles.  And if bodies are wonderful as it, then why 

purchase expensive products to “fix” them? 

 One could argue that construction of the “ideal form” is necessary to maintain capitalistic 

commerce, but I believe that uniting individuals around their shared distinctions, their 

particularites and humaness would reap great profits as it unites rather than divides.  The clothing 

company Aerie has taken up this approach, and met success. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/04/06/lane-bryant-no-angel-campaign_n_7010676.html
http://www.fastcocreate.com/3025443/this-is-who-we-are-now-why-aerie-stopped-retouching-the-models-in-its-ads#5


Rather than work from assocations with “perfect” forms, Aerie is building reciprocal 

communication between their advertisements and customers, as they present pragmatic forms.   

 

The #aeriereal campaign shies not away from dressing and arranging women to showcase their 

forms, but does so with preserving the bodies’ stories—their stretches and soft spots.  The 

company is working to re-ground their models in connection with lived experiences. Only the 

model transcended from real, everyday life would carry no wrinkles, no freckles, no scars or 

cushioned sides.  Encountering an idealized nude in The New Yorker, Wysocki writes:  

In neither case [bodies as containers of both efficiency and abstraction] is the designed object 

conceived as something made to establish relations between me and others; in neither case is the 

object conceived to exist in a circuit of social and cultural relations. (157) 

http://www.fastcocreate.com/3025443/this-is-who-we-are-now-why-aerie-stopped-retouching-the-models-in-its-ads#5


We need to see bodies which relate on the particular; those which unite us around each other in 

our shared histories and culture, rather than around a larger abstract concept.  We need to see 

bodies in media which create two-way communication and communities rather than passive 

observers.  Otherwise, we destine ourselves to isolation from each other and our own selves, a 

culture of individuals united only around shared competition and estrangement.   

 

Even though Aerie is breaking traditional marketing norms, especially for underwear, their 

advertisements still only portray a small sample of bodies which differ from the “ideal form.”  

We need representations in the media which betray the mass production, editing, and 

stereotyping which forms undergo.  We need to push bodies outside their usual classification 

systems and invite people to recognize how we have limited our views of bodies, and thus our 

connections and relations to each other.   

 The emergence and generative possibility of Web technologies to change public body 

discourse by revealing particulars and specifics of form is potent.  Instagram, Tumblr, Facebook, 

personal blogs, and so forth offer windows for abnormal discourse that can shirk the larger 

http://www.fastcocreate.com/3025443/this-is-who-we-are-now-why-aerie-stopped-retouching-the-models-in-its-ads#5


pressure of mainstream media and operate outside of restrictive norms, largely because these 

alternative forms of public publishing do not need the sign-off from profit-driven advertisers and 

fashion industrialists.  Further, the mass network of the internet builds connectivity rather than 

isolation (the “ideal form” works in the latter), and individuals seeking to share real unedited 

photos and stories in all their beautiful particularities can find each other and unite around a 

shared cause.  Instragram and Twitter movements such as #effyourbeautystandards and 

#realbodies draw together hundreds of image-driven stories into shared collections, and in doing 

so fortify their messages of realness.  The Beautiful Body Project from which many images in 

this essay source, is an interactive site subtitled: “Truthful images and stories of women, their 

bodies, and their lives.”  The site allows viewers to browse images and narratives in categories 

such as birth, breast-feeding, differently-abled bodies, prenatal, and weight gain.  The rhetorical 

power of the website enables and encourages reciprocal communication and interaction; readers 

click through stories which connect to other stories, explore narratives behind the photo shoots, 

and are given the option of donating to the project or related nonprofit missions.   

 Web services and the internet offer an incredible opportunity for prolific abnormal 

discourse because the self-published nature diffuses and undermines the power of corporations 

and industries, returning it to individuals. The connectedness promotes community and 

relationships rather than sustains distance and alienation, and the multimodality, intertextuality, 

and hyperlink-ability of internet communication pushes against single-meaning linear readings 

and reflects the complicated, connected, and situated lives we live. Further, images and stories 

easily “leak” online and quickly go viral, such as the photo-editing of Justin Beiber, beginning to 

dismantle the suspended illusion of “ideal forms.” 

 

http://www.abeautifulbodyproject.org/
http://www.businessinsider.com/justin-bieber-calvin-klein-ad-photoshopped-2015-1


There are important stories to tell.  

The topic of breastfeeding is one; a practice 

which does not deserve its hidden shameful 

state.  Images which show the natural and 

nurturing process of babies receiving nutrition 

from their mothers disrupt the overly-

sexualized symbolic constructions of breasts, 

and thus are excluded in popular media.  We 

have millions of mothers who receive no 

public attention or recognition for the roles 

they perform in raising the children of future 

generations.  Or if they receive attention, it is 

often disgrace or judgment in response to 

breastfeeding or a 

postpartum body. 

But bodies go 

through things that 

hurt.  Things that 

leave marks and 

earn respect; 

remnants from a 

time before. 

http://www.abeautifulbodyproject.org/loving-my-wifes-new-mother-body-isaacs-story/
http://art-sheep.com/post-pregnancy-photo-series-by-jade-beall/


 

That the female body would represent motherhood rather than a sexualized object is heretical, in 

the eyes of popular, sex-driven, commercial, media because such deviation does not allow 

inhabitation or desire from the masses. 

That bodies are not abstract but rather 

dynamic and in motion, changing and 

growing and aging is no novel concept to 

individuals, but breaks down limits of 

personal/public construction when 

presented publicly.   

 

http://art-sheep.com/post-pregnancy-photo-series-by-jade-beall/
http://www.popsugar.com/moms/photo-gallery/34729533/image/34729748/Source-Jade-Beall


Wysocki wrote, “We can change relations we build with each other through the communications 

we make for each other” (172).  Changing the forms we see in media can unite both men and 

women around celebrations of particularities, change the formal conceptions of idealized form 

into which we were trained, alter mental framework to value “the particular and the messy” 

(Wysocki 168).  Such a bold move will not come without effort, kickback, and resistance against 

those who stand to benefit from selling the “ideal form.”  But I believe that such a change in 

presentations of bodies in media will also foster a closeness and self-positivity between 

individuals and selves that we sacrificed when the “ideal form” was promoted to its revered 

place.  What we will gain are bodies with narratives, rhetorically persuasive forms which deny 

notions of abstraction, re-conceptualized ideas of beauty, and most importantly we will regain 

the truth of ourselves. 

Me 

I feel the need to follow through.  I argue for personal stories represented through bodies, 

for the breaking down of public and private barriers, yet I sit behind the keyboard anonymously, 

largely disembodied in my writing as I become not much more than a quiet force behind lines of 

text.  Further, research papers represent an equally persuasive and affective genre as popular 

media, especially within academic circles.  Writing is an opportunity to show the self, to build 

reciprocal communication.  So why is this piece important to me?  Because my body, at five-

foot-two and one-hundred and twenty-nine pounds is refused admittance into conceptions of the 

“ideal form.”  I boast B-cups, curly brown hair with enough kinks and tangles to last a lifetime, 

and my skin believes in eternally breaking out.  Every day I see bodies that supposedly represent 

me in popular media, forms into which I am supposed to embody myself in order to relate to that 

pharmaceutical advertisement or that happy shopper, yet never do I see bodies that actually 



resemble mine.  I have the full force of popular media informing me that my form—and thus 

me—is inadequate and irrelevant.   

 This piece is important, because I know that is not true.   

I have amazing stretch marks.  I used to loathe them, mostly because I felt isolated.  

Nowhere did I see representations of stretch marks except on distraught women modeling for 

stretch-mark cream or laser 

surgery advertisements. 

Truly though, I find them 

fascinating.  They remind 

me of a desert rolling into 

the distance, of a 

topographical map which 

tells the story of growth 

and change.  They are 

stripes won through 

exercise; they are 

completely natural and add 

to the fullness of my 

physical form and beauty.    

 



The stretch marks are one aspect of a body—my body—that receives messages every day, both 

explicit and subliminal, that it somehow lacks or is in need of a “solution” for its physical state. 

 

And I would have to disagree. 

 

The curves, the hips, the fine peach hairs that protect my body all compose a narrative which can 

create connection between me and another individual.   



This project is important because we need to be real.   

Because I deserve the right to tell my story without remaining in the margins. 

Because I claim bodily place as a collection of histories rather than a commodified form. 

Because change begins locally. 

The idolization of “perfect” forms shapes a society of distance and estrangement.  We 

can see how the insidious ideology upholds gender constructions, practices of self-harm, and 

presents bodies as static non-agentive slates to be employed under various purposes.  Capitalism 

and consumerism definitely play valuable roles within society, but we must consider how to 

change the reliance on methods and practices which detrimentally affect individuals and 

relationships.  We need to celebrate difference.  Individuals deserve to tell their own stories 

without being marginalized, especially those in the public eye.  Individuals deserve, if they wish, 

to be naked without being hidden.   

Change can start at the individual level.  New technologies and online-enabled discourse 

empowers a freedom, dynamic, and prolific amount of communication not known before.  

Gustily self-presenting our true forms, whether in image or word or other modality, has the 

power to expose the limited and artificial public constructions of ideal form and work towards 

revolutionizing public body discourse to value all our messiness and particularities and 

specificities, all of our beauty.     
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